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WHAT I DO
I lead small development
teams and mentor .NET
developers on how to build
and deploy software in a safe,
predictable, and maintainable
way by implementing good
architecture, review, and
automation.

WHO I AM
I’m very passionate about
quality software delivery. I’ve
been a very successful
mentor, and can provide
references not just from
previous managers but also
from those whom I have
mentored along the way.
I’m equally comfortable
digging into source code to
find an elusive bug, discussing
a new feature with a business
representative, designing
something entirely new, and
mentoring a developer to a
higher level.
I’m very organized and will
insist on having automated
builds, unit tests, and reliable

DEV MANAGER, EZLANDLORDFORMS
September 2017 – Present
Responsible for implementing source control, automated builds
and deployments, code review, hiring, and mentoring new
developers. Responsible for managing a fully remote work
force. Overseeing and assisting in the re-development of a 12
year old monolith into a modern architecture using service bus
and microservice technology. Heavily using and managing an
AWS infrastructure. Mainly using C#, ASP.NET Core, Oracle,
Postgres, VSTS and Octopus Deploy.
ARCHITECT, GLOBAL INDEMNITY
October 2016 – September 2017
Responsible for putting automated builds and deployments in
place where there were none before, implementing a Code
Review practice, and coaching the team toward more modern
development practices such as SOLID, Unit Testing, Good
Naming (not conventions!), and refactoring. Also responsible
for hands-on development as needed in a cross-functional
team. Implemented a Service Bus and a new Enterprise
Logging system benefitting all development teams across the
company. Mainly using C#, ASP.NET MVC, MSMQ, SQL
Server, TFS, and Octopus Deploy.
DEV MANAGER & LEAD DEVELOPER, DMI PARTNERS
March 2009 – October 2016
Responsible for hiring, training, and mentoring developers
while also doing hands-on development work, mostly on the
larger architecture building blocks. Developed our own
message bus based on MSMQ, and our own CI system using
the bus and various other technologies. Responsible for all
software development – from breaking down new projects into
actionable tickets to doing the code reviews and deployments
when the software was ready. Used many varied technologies
such as C#, ASP.NET MVC, SQL Server, MongoDB, jQuery,
AngularJS, Bootstrap, HTML, JSON, XML, SVN, and Mercurial.
LEAD ARCHITECT, TELERX
April 2005 - March 2009
Responsible for the development and maintenance of custom
software solutions for our clients needing something that goes
beyond what the CRM would support. Within that team, I
provided enterprise tools to be used by the other developers,
1 by the other teams. Tools such as a single-sign-on
and later
API, a logging and tracing API, a Key-Value store, and GPS
related calculation services. Mainly used VB.NET, C#,
ASP.NET WebForms and Web Services, and Oracle.

